Areas of Work
Government Affairs & Public Policy, Campaign Finance & Political Law

Overview
Chelsea Gold focuses her practice on legislative and regulatory matters involving political law, insurance, and telecommunications issues.

In the political law space, Chelsea advises corporations, trade associations, and non-profit entities on strategies to lawfully and effectively engage in political and lobbying activities at the federal, state, and local level. Specifically, she assists political law clients to ensure compliance with applicable campaign finance laws, pay-to-play restrictions, lobbying registration and reporting obligations, and gift provisions. Chelsea also engages in pro bono work to help protect the right and opportunity to vote.

Chelsea’s practice also includes issues related to various lines of insurance and their treatment at the state level, as well as a host of telecommunications issues.

Prior to joining Steptoe, Chelsea served as an intern in the Office of Legislative Affairs at the Federal Communications Commission, where she drafted materials on the impact of the Connect America Fund for congressional offices. Chelsea gained Hill experience while serving as a legal clerk for the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

Bar & Court Admissions
• District of Columbia

Education
• B.A., Bowdoin College, 2013
News & Publications

PUBLICATIONS
Voting During a Pandemic—Unprecedented Challenges Lie Ahead
*Bloomberg Law*
July 27, 2020
By: Jason Abel, Evan Glassman, Daniel W. Podair, Chelsea Gold

CLIENT ALERTS
Congress Set to Act on PFAS Policy (Again), including Department of Defense Procurement Restrictions
July 10, 2020
By: James D. Barnette, Chelsea Gold

CLIENT ALERTS
Department of Education Releases CARES Act Funds
April 29, 2020
By: Scott A. Sinder, Jason Abel, Leslie A. Belcher, Alan Cohn, Chelsea Gold

CLIENT ALERTS
Senate Passes Phase 3.5 Bill to Keep Small Business Loan Program Funded
April 21, 2020
By: Scott A. Sinder, Lisa M. Zarlenga, Chelsea Gold, Josh Oppenheimer

CLIENT ALERTS
FDA Announces Potential Risk-Based Enforcement Policy for CBD Products, Reopens Public Docket
March 9, 2020
By: Deborah C. Attwood

CLIENT ALERTS
Federal Court Presses 'Pause' Button on Budding CBD Litigation
February 10, 2020
By: Stephanie A. Sheridan, Cynthia L. Taub, Deborah C. Attwood, Daniel C. Rubenstein, Chelsea Gold

CLIENT ALERTS
2020 Spending Bill Includes Cannabis-Related Agenda for Federal Regulators
January 8, 2020
By: Cynthia L. Taub, Deborah C. Attwood, Chelsea Gold, Daniel C. Rubenstein

CLIENT ALERTS
New Class Action Filings and FDA Warnings Highlight Increased Regulatory and Litigation Risk for CBD Products
December 10, 2019
By: Cynthia L. Taub, Scott A. Sinder, Stephanie A. Sheridan, Anthony J. Anscombe, Deborah C. Attwood, Daniel C. Rubenstein, Chelsea Gold
CLIENT ALERTS
DC Poised to Join the Ranks of Pay-to-Play Jurisdictions
December 6, 2018
By: Scott A. Sinder, Jason Abel, Chelsea Gold

PUBLICATIONS
A Millennial’s Guide To Tax Reform
Law360
March 9, 2018
By: Chelsea Gold
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